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Abstract Novel techniques and a toolset are presented for
automatically testing the conformance of software imple-
mentations against partial behavioral models constituted by
a set of parameterized UML sequence diagrams, describ-
ing both external interactions with users or client applica-
tions and internal interactions between objects in the sys-
tem. Test code is automatically generated from the sequence
diagrams and executed on the implementation under test,
and test results and coverage information are presented back
visually in the model. A runtime test library handles inter-
nal interaction checking, test stubs, and user interaction test-
ing, taking advantage of aspect-oriented programming tech-
niques. Incremental conformance checking is achieved by
first translating sequence diagrams to Extended Petri Nets
that combine the characteristics of Colored Petri Nets and
Event-Driven Petri Nets.

Keywords Sequence diagrams · Conformance testing ·
Petri nets

1 Introduction

UML sequence diagrams (SDs) [1] allow building partial,
lightweight, behavioral models of software systems, focusing
on important scenarios and interactions, occurring at system
boundaries or inside the system, capturing important require-
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ments and design decisions. Such partial behavioral models
may be not sufficient as input for code generation [2], but
can be used as input for automatic test generation, as test
specifications, using model-based testing (MBT) techniques
[3]. However, existing MBT techniques from SDs have sev-
eral limitations, namely in the final stages of test automation,
dealing with the generation of executable tests and confor-
mance analysis, taking into account the features of UML 2
(see Sect. 8).

We have been working for some time on the develop-
ment of techniques and tools for enabling the automatic con-
formance testing of software implementations against UML
SDs, overcoming some of those limitations. In [4], we pre-
sented a tool to automatically generate JUnit [5] tests from
SDs, for execution by the user in the development environ-
ment with the support of a run-time test library. However,
it lacked the support for important UML 2 features, namely
weak sequencing and a number of interaction operators. In
[6], we introduced the ability to invoke test execution and
obtain test results directly in the modeling environment, and
presented a new conformance checking approach, based on
the translation of SDs into extended Parallel Finite Automata
[7], in order to comply with the default weak sequencing
semantics of UML SDs [1], with implicit parallelism between
lifelines. However, lifelines were forced to synchronize at
decision points of alt,opt and loop combined fragments,
which is a common but non-standard and restrictive interpre-
tation of such interaction operators [8]. The current paper is
an extended and significantly improved version of our pre-
vious work [6]. A new translation approach from SDs to
extended Petri nets, combining the features of colored Petri
nets (CPN) [9] and event-driven Petri nets (EDPN) [10],
removes the restriction of lifeline synchronization at deci-
sion points and supports the full range of UML interaction
operators.
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Hence the main contributions of this paper are:

– novel techniques for incremental conformance checking
of software implementations against UML SDs, comply-
ing with the default weak sequencing semantics [1] with-
out lifeline synchronization at decision points, and sup-
porting the full range of interaction operators, based on the
translation of SDs to extended Petri nets that combine the
features of colored Petri nets (CPN) [9] and event-driven
Petri nets (EDPN) [10] (this is a major improvement over
our previous work [6]);

– related techniques for execution tracing and manipula-
tion, namely internal interaction tracing, test stub injection
and user interaction tracing, taking advantage of aspect-
oriented programming (AOP) techniques and reflection
(with minor improvements over our previous work [6]);

– related techniques for test code generation from the model
and test results visualization in the model (conformance
errors and coverage information), raising the level of
abstraction of the user feedback and improving usability
(with minor improvements over our previous work [6]).

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Sect. 2 presents
an overview of the approach. Section 3 describes the char-
acteristics of test-ready SDs. Sections 4, 5 and 6 present the
main contributions. Section 7 presents several experiments.
Section 8 presents a comparison with related work. Section 9
concludes the paper. An “Appendix” presents the translation
rules in a visual notation. Because of its size and because it
is not essential for understanding the approach presented, we
did not include in this paper the detailed formal specification
of our conformance checking engine, which can be consulted
in an accompanying technical report [11]. The most recent

version of our tool implementation is available at https://
blogs.fe.up.pt/sdbt/.

2 Overview of the toolset architecture and functioning

Our toolset, named UML Checker, has a modular architec-
ture, comprising two independent tools (see Fig. 1):

– a front-end tool, integrated as an add-in with the Enterprise
Architect (EA) modeling environment [12], chosen for its
accessibility and functionality;

– a back-end tool, integrated as a run-time test library with
the target development environment, implemented in Java
and AspectJ [13].

The back-end tool has itself a modular architecture, compris-
ing two major components:

– an execution tracing engine, that takes advantage of
AspectJ to trace the execution of the application under
test (AUT), inject the behavior of test stubs, and simulate
user interaction via the console (command line interface)
for testing purposes;

– a conformance checking engine, that translates the
expected behavior specified in a SD into an extended Petri
net (EPN) and incrementally checks the conformance of
AUT execution traces against the expected behavior.

The general functioning of the toolset is as follow: When
the user requests conformance testing from the modeling
environment, the add-in gets the needed information from the
model via the EA API and generates JUnit test driver code,
including traceability links to the UML model (message iden-
tifiers) and expectations about internal interactions. The gen-
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Fig. 1 Communication diagram illustrating the toolset architecture and functioning
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erated test code is compiled and executed over the AUT.
During test execution, the behavior of the AUT in response
to the test inputs (namely internal messages) is traced by the
execution tracing engine, and compared against the expected
behavior by the conformance checking engine. All discrep-
ancies and exceptions occurred and messages effectively exe-
cuted are listed in the execution result that is processed by
the EA add-in, which annotates the model accordingly for
visual inspection by the user.

After describing the required characteristics of UML SDs
in our approach in the next section, we describe the front-
end tool and the two components of the back-end tool in the
subsequent sections.

3 Test ready sequence diagrams

This section describes the characteristics that SDs should
have to be used as test specifications for automated con-
formance testing in our approach. Almost all modeling fea-
tures of SDs [1] are supported, with some restrictions and
extensions.

As illustrated in Fig. 2, the following types of interactions
can be modeled and automatically tested in our approach:

– external interactions with client applications through an
API;

– external interactions with users through a user interface
(UI);

– internal interactions among objects in the system;
– interactions with objects not yet implemented (marked as
«stub»).

For example, the SD in Fig. 3 includes external inter-
actions with a client application (messages Account and
withdraw), as well as some internal interactions (messages
setBalance and Movement). Next we describe in more
detail the major constituents of test-ready SDs and how they
are treated in conformance testing automation.

Interaction parameters. Parameterization of SDs allows
defining more generic scenarios in a rigorous way. A set
of parameters, with their names and types, may be defined
in each SD, accompanied by example values. E.g., the note
marked «Parameters» in Fig. 3 defines two parameters
and two combinations of parameter values. Parameters have
the scope of the SD and can be used anywhere (including
as lifelines). For test execution, each parameterized SD is
treated as a parameterized test scenario and each combination
of parameter values as a test case. If no parameters are defined
(i.e., values are hardcoded in the messages), the SD defines
a single test case.

Actors Test-ready SDs should have a single actor, represent-
ing a user or a client application that interacts with the AUT
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Fig. 2 Major constituents of test-ready sequence diagrams and usage
for conformance testing

Fig. 3 Sequence diagram of the running example, painted and anno-
tated after test execution

through a user interface or API, respectively. During test
execution, the actor is treated as a test driver, responsible
to send the specified outgoing messages to the AUT, tak-
ing into account any guard conditions defined, and to check
the responses against the expected values specified in the
diagram.

User interaction testing Since the UML does not prescribe a
standard way for that purpose, we adopted a set of keywords
(signals) to model user interaction through the console in an
abstract way (possibly since the requirements phase):
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– start(args)—the user starts the application (indi-
cated by its main class);

– enter(v)—the user enters the value specified through
the standard input;

– display(v)—the application displays the value spec-
ified to the standard output.

During test execution, the test harness injects the values
specified by enter messages, simulating a user, and com-
pares the actual AUT responses against the expectations spec-
ified by displaymessages. An example of user interaction
modeling is presented in Fig. 13.

Internal interactions checking Besides external interactions
with client applications or users, test-ready SDs may also
describe interactions among objects in the AUT, capturing
significant design decisions. During test execution, for each
message sent to the AUT, the test harness also checks that
internal messages among objects in the AUT occur as speci-
fied and internal objects are created and passed as specified.
The benefits are improved conformance checking and fault
localization.

Loose and strict conformance modes In order to allow keep-
ing SDs as minimalist as wanted, focusing only on relevant
interactions, and enable the scalability of the approach, we
support by default a loose conformance mode, in which addi-
tional messages are allowed in the AUT, besides the ones
specified in the diagram, i.e., the SD is interpreted as spec-
ifying partial traces [8]. The other conformance mode is
strict conformance mode, in which additional messages are
not allowed, i.e., the SD is interpreted as specifying total
traces [8], which is the standard interpretation according to
the UML specification [1].

Stubs Lifelines may be marked as «stub», to indicate that
the corresponding classes (possibly external to the AUT) are
not yet implemented or one does not want to use the exist-
ing implementation. During test execution, the test harness
generates not only the return messages, but also the outgoing
messages specified in the SD for any incoming messages.We
call stubs with outgoing messages stubs in the middle. This
allows testing partial implementations and simulating addi-
tional actors.

Interaction operators The full range of interaction operators
are supported, allowing the specification of more generic sce-
narios with control flow variants (with the alt, opt, loop,
break, par, critical, seq and strict interaction
operators), the reuse of interactions (with the ref opera-
tor) and a finer control of the conformance relation (with the
consider, ignore, assert and negate operators).
Conditions of alt, opt, loop and break operators may
be omitted, to model situations in which the implementation
has the freedom to choose the path to follow and to support

partial specifications (see, e.g., the inner alt fragment in
Fig. 3).

Value specifications Message parameters, return values and
guards may be specified by any computable expression in
the context of the interaction (involving constants, interaction
parameters, lifelines, etc.), written in the target language (cur-
rently Java), as long as it has no side-effects on participating
objects. Otherwise, the evaluation of expected parameter and
return values or guards during test execution could change
the behavior of the AUT. Looseness in the specification of
parameter and return values can be indicated by means of the
‘-’ symbol (matching any value), and by omitting the return
value, respectively. During test execution, the semantics of
value checking depends on the implementation of equals
and the comparison precision defined for some data types in
the conformance settings (such as double and Date).

4 Test code generation and test results visualization in
the model

This section describes the test code generation and results’
visualization techniques. The techniques are illustrated with
the running example of Fig. 3, referring to a simple appli-
cation that exposes an API for creating bank accounts (with
an initial balance) and withdrawing money (with alternative
execution paths, depending on the money available and the
way chosen by the implementation to record movements).

4.1 Test code generation

A test class is generated from each SD, with the general
self-explanatory structure illustrated in Fig. 4, containing a
parameterized test method corresponding to the SD and a
plain test method for each combination of parameter val-
ues.InteractionTestCase is a facade [14] that extends
JUnit3 TestCase. To assure that expressions of message
arguments, return values and guards (possibly dependent on
the execution state) are evaluated at proper moments, they
are encoded with ValueSpec. To allow the incremental
binding of lifeline names to actual objects (see Sect. 5), they
are encoded with Lifeline—a proxy [14] for the actual
object.

4.2 Test results visualization

The results of test execution are presented visually in the
model, using a combination of graphical and textual infor-
mation, as illustrated in Fig. 3.

The following color scheme is used for painting each com-
bination of parameter values and each message:
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Fig. 4 Skeleton of test code generated from the SD in Fig. 3

– black—not exercised;
– green—exercised without errors;
– red—exercised with errors.

For each message exercised with errors, the error informa-
tion (plus the AUT stack trace if wanted) is shown in the
message notes. Possible error types and locations are shown
in Table 1. The information about messages not covered (not
exercised) is important in the presence of conditional paths,
to check the adequacy of test data (parameter values), and
in the presence of unconstrained opt or alt fragments, to
analyze implementation choices.

The behavioral model packages are marked with self-
explanatory stereotypes, depending on the status of contained
SDs:

– «Failed»—a contained SD was tested and failed;
– «Passed »—all contained SDs were tested and passed;
– «NotTested»—no contained SD was tested;
– «Incomplete»—otherwise.

The stereotypes are visible in the project browser for a quick
check of conformance status (see Fig. 3).

The classes and operations in the structural model that are
not exercised by the behavioral model are also marked as
«NotCovered», to help assessing the completeness of the
behavioral model.

Table 1 Conformance errors and locations in the model where they are
signaled

Conformance error Location in the model

Wrong argument Call message

Wrong return value Reply message, if it exists; call
message, otherwise

Unexpected exception Operation or constructor execution
bar

Unexpected call (in strict
conformance mode)

Operation or constructor execution
bar

Missing call Call message or mandatory
combined fragment

Missing or incorrect output display message

Missing input enter message

Prohibited behavior encountered neg combined fragment

5 Incremental conformance checking with extended
Petri nets

The core of our toolset and approach is the conformance
checking engine, which is responsible for translating SDs
to extended Petri nets (EPNs) and execute them stepwise as
AUT execution events are collected by the execution tracing
engine.

5.1 Translating sequence diagrams to extended Petri nets

To handle uniformly the variety of interaction operators
allowed in SDs, and comply with the default weak sequenc-
ing semantics of UML SDs [1] with implicit parallelism
between lifelines, without lifeline synchronization at deci-
sion points, we first translate SDs to extended Petri nets
(EPN).

The main reason for using Petri nets is because they are a
convenient and consolidated means (supported by a large
body of research) for expressing concurrency and paral-
lelism. However, since basic Petri nets (PNs) do not have
enough expressive power to model all the complex features
of SDs, we use a special purpose class of extended Petri nets,
combining features from the following sources:

– Colored Petri nets (CPN) [9] Whilst in basic PNs tokens
are indistinguishable, in CPNs tokens have data values
(also called colors) attached to them. In our case, there
is the need to store auxiliary data, namely the identifiers
of pending message occurrences (sent but not received or
called but not replied) and loop counters, so tokens also
hold data values, being 1 the default value.

– Event-driven Petri nets (EDPN) [10] EDPNs are an exten-
sion of Petri nets for situations in which the net is not a
closed system, but instead interacts with an environment
through input and output events. EDPNs use so-called
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port event places for holding occurrences of such events.
For each input event occurrence placed by the environ-
ment in a port event place, the net executes until a new
quiescent state is reached, i.e., a state where no transition
is enabled. We have a similar need for performing con-
formance checking, where the environment is the AUT
mediated by the execution tracing engine. To simplify the
representation, in the translation process we do not gener-
ate port event places, but instead a notational shorthand—
event-driven transitions, which are transitions annotated
with an event pattern.

– Reset/inhibitor nets Reset and inhibitor arcs (a syntactic
sugar feature once CPNs are used) are useful for handling
the translation of some features of SDs, namely critical
regions (see Table 7 in the “Appendix”).

Besides combining existing extensions, we also faced the
need to use the following special purpose features:

– Target AUT language as the expression language In CPNs,
arc expressions and transition guards are written in the
functional CPN ML language. In our case, since most
of the expressions originate from the SD (for message
arguments, return values and guard conditions), they are
written in the target AUT language and may query the
AUT state. On the other hand, in CPNs an arc expression
evaluates to a multiset of token colors, whilst in our case
we only need a single token.

– Global variables In CPNs, variables may be used in arc
expressions and transition guards, with transition scope.
For a transition to be enabled it must be possible to find a
binding of the variables that appear in the surrounding arc
expressions of the transition, such that the arc expression
of each input arc evaluates to a multiset of token col-
ors that is present on the corresponding input place and
the guard condition holds [9]. In our case, besides vari-
ables with transition scope, we also need variables with
global scope, corresponding to lifelines that are instanti-
ated dynamically (with create messages) and output inter-
action parameters. Hence, an EPN also has a set of global
variables, corresponding to the interaction lifelines and
parameters. All the occurrences of a lifeline or parameter
name must be bound to the same value at run-time. We
use the prefix ‘$’ to distinguish variables with transition
scope from global scope. The state of an EPN becomes
a pair of a marking and a binding of global variables to
values.

– Place specializations For convenience, to simplify the dia-
grams and improve readability, we specialize the notation
of places to indicate LIFO, FIFO, start, acceptance and
failure places (see Table 2).

Table 2 Notation and features used in the extended Petri nets (EPN)

Name Notation Description
Place A place may contain a multiset of

tokens. Each token holds a value
as in CPNs. When omited, the
value 1 is assumed.

FIFO
place

Decoration to indicate that tokens
flow in/out according to a first-in
first-out policy.

LIFO
place

Decoration to indicate that tokens
flow in/out according to a last-in
first-out policy.

Acceptance
place

Decoration to indicate a success
state.

Failure
place

Decoration to indicate a failure
state.

Start place
start

Decoration to indicate the place
that will hold a unit token at be-
gin of execution.

Transition Transitions may be optionally la-
beled with a guard condition (as
in CPNs) and an event pattern (in
which case we call it an event-
driven transition).

Port event
place

A feature from Event-Driven
Petri Nets [10] that we use to de-
scribe the meaning and process-
ing of event-driven transitions.

Arc
value 

specification

Arcs connect places and transi-
tions (as input or output arcs) and
may be labeled with a ValueSpec-
ification, as in CPNs. In our case,
the ValueSpecification refers al-
ways to a single token, and should
not be confused with a arc weight.
When omitted, the value 1 is as-
sumed.

Inhibitor
arc

event pattern 
[guard ]

Connects a place and a transition,
meaning that the transition cannot
fire if the place is occupied.

Reset arc Connects a place and a transi-
tion, meaning that the transition
will remove all tokens (0 or more)
from the place.

Any value - A value specification that
matches any value (as in UML).

Any event * An event pattern that matches any
event occurrence (as in UML).

Any signa-
ture in set

{s1, s2, ...} An event pattern that matches any
occurrence with a signature in the
set.

Any signa-
ture not in
set

{s1,s2, ...} An event pattern that matches any
occurrence with a signature not in
the set.

Group
identifier

$g A built-in variable, with the
scope of a transition, that holds
the group identifier of the event
occurrence being processed. A
group is a pair of send and receive
events (for asynchronous mes-
sages), or call and reply events
(for synchronous messages).
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Fig. 5 Three-step translation process from SD to extended Petri net

– Event patterns Following the approach of [15], we use
a single event to model synchronous communication
(instantaneous message passing) and a pair of send and
receive events to model asynchronous communication
(non-instantaneous message passing). An event pattern
combines an event type and a message. Event types are:
call (default)—exchanging a synchronous call or cre-
ate message;ret—exchanging a synchronous reply mes-
sage; send—sending an asynchronous message; rcv—
receiving an asynchronous message. Messages have a tar-
get lifeline, a signature, and a list of value specifications
for the arguments or return value. Wildcards are used to
represent any value (‘-’) and any event (‘*’). Set-oriented
event patterns, are also used for handling consider and
ignore interaction operators.

Table 2 summarizes the notation and features used. In the
rest of the paper the term extended Petri net and the acronym
EPN will be used to refer to such special purpose class.

5.2 Translation procedure

Since SDs may have a complex, non-hierarchical, structure,
we follow a three-step translation process from SDs to EPNs
as explained next and illustrated in Fig. 5.

1. Generate places Possible places are generated in each
lifeline before and after each message end (including
implicit reply messages from synchronous calls), com-

bined fragment boundary and operand boundary. Intu-
itively, a lifeline place corresponds to a lifeline state.
Additionally, a (global) start place and a (global) accep-
tance place are introduced for the whole diagram. Aux-
iliary places, are also generated for each asynchronous
message, for each pair of call/reply messages, for each
general ordering constraint and for some combined frag-
ments.

2. Generate transitions Transitions linking the lifelines’
places, possibly with multiple source and/or target places
(to handle parallelism and synchronization), are gener-
ated according to a set of rules shown visually in the
“Appendix” and formalized in [11]. An event-driven tran-
sition is generated for each synchronous message, syn-
chronizing the lifelines involved. Regarding asynchro-
nous messages, two event-driven transitions are gen-
erated, for the sending and receiving events. Regard-
ing combined fragments, automatic (spontaneous) tran-
sitions (without events) are generated to enter and exit the
combined fragment and its operands along the lifelines
covered. Since boundaries of combined fragments are
not considered synchronization points in the UML spec-
ification (to properly handle interactions as illustrated in
Fig. 6), a translation pattern is used in the decision points
of alt,opt,loop,break and neg fragments to asyn-
chronously coordinate the decisions between the lifelines
involved (see “Appendix”). Additionally, it is generated
a transition linking the start place of the SD to the first
place in all lifelines, and another linking the last place in
all lifelines to the final place of the SD.
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loop m2

L1 L2 L1 L2

m1

m3

sd valid trace

L1 L2

invalid trace

Fig. 6 Example illustrating the need to avoid synchronization at com-
bined fragment boundaries or decision points. If L1 and L2 were forced
to synchronize at the boundaries and at each iteration of the loop, the
valid trace shown would not be accepted
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Fig. 7 Extended Petri net generated from the example SD of Fig. 3
(only partially simplified)

3. Simplify (optional) The resulting EPN is simplified by
removing transitions with empty labels and redundant
places, resulting in an equivalent EPN that accepts the
same traces.

Another example partially simplified is shown in Fig. 7.

5.3 Extended Petri net execution

5.3.1 Strict conformance mode

We start by describing the execution in strict conformance
mode.

As explained before, event-driven transitions are just a
shorthand notation. Their meaning may be described by the
rewriting illustrated in the top of Fig. 8. Two (global) places

(a) (b)

(d)(c)

(e) (e)

Fig. 8 EPN execution described in terms of an event-driven PN
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are introduced: a port event place, to store incoming events
from the environment (only one at a time) and a place labeled
cov to store the identifiers of message covered. Each event-
driven transition is rewritten by connecting it to the port event
place by an input arc labeled with the event pattern rewritten
as a 5-tuple with the following elements:

– a variable with transition scope for the group identifier
of incoming event occurrences;

– a constant that indicates the event type;
– a global variable that identifies the target lifeline of the

message, in case of a non-static lifeline, or the name of
the target classifier, in case of a static lifeline;

– the name of the message (operation or signal);
– a list of value specifications for the return values (in case

of reply messages) or arguments (in all other cases).

Arcs are also introduced to connect each event-driven transi-
tions to the cov place, annotated with the message identifier.

A run state of the rewritten EPN is a pair of a marking M (a
mapping from places to collections of tokens) and a binding
B of global variables—lifelines (BL) and interaction para-
meters (BP)—to actual values. Initially, a single unit token is
placed in the start place, and input interaction parameters and
previously instantiated lifelines are bound to actual values or
objects. This binding is incrementally extended as message
occurrences are encountered involving lifeline names as tar-
get, argument or return value or output parameters as argu-
ment or return value; subsequent occurrences of a previously
bound lifeline name must refer to the same value.

The semantics of transition firing is the same as with
CPNs, with the difference that variables may have transi-
tion scope or global scope. To comply with the interleaving
semantics of interactions in UML, one transition executes at
a time. For each event occurrence from the AUT, transitions
are fired until a new quiescent state of the EPN is reached.

The execution steps of the rewritten EPN (pn1’) in Fig. 8
for a valid trace are also illustrated there and are explained
next:

– Step 1. The EPN is initialized from the environment by
placing a unit token in the start place p1 and providing
bindings for some global variables (in this case, all vari-
ables except o2)—run state a. Then the EPN is executed
one transition at a time by the execution engine until a
new quiescent state is reached. The only enabled transi-
tion in state a is t1 which is fired, removing the unit token
from p1 and adding a unit token to p2 and p3—run state
b. Since no further transitions are enabled, a quiescent
state is reached.

– Step 2. An event occurrence from the environment is
placed in the port event place—run state c. The event
occurrence is described by a 5-tuple with constants for the
group identifier, the event type, the identifier of the mes-

sage target, the message name, and the arguments. In this
case, only transition t2 becomes enabled, with the bind-
ings {x �→ 1(previously bound), $g �→ 10(temporary
binding) , o2 �→ 101(newly bound)}. The transition t2
fires, placing the value 1 (message identifier) in the cov

place, the group identifier (10) in p4 and a unit token in
p5—state d. The global variable o2 also becomes bound.
Since there is no further enabled transition, execution
stops in the new quiescent state d.

– Step 3. A new event occurrence from the environment is
placed in the port event place—run state e. Only transition
t3 becomes enabled, with the bindings {x �→ 1 (previ-
ously bound), $g �→ 10, o2 �→ 101(previously bound)}.
After firing t3, transition t4 becomes enabled. After fir-
ing t4 a final quiescent state f is reached, which is an
acceptance state.

5.3.2 Loose conformance mode

The meaning of the loose conformance mode can be
described by the rewriting indicated in Fig. 9, where a new
place ign and two transitions are introduced. In this mode,
any event may potentially be ignored. Even when a call or
send event occurrence could be considered, the alternative
of ignoring it is also explored, because that may be needed
for the complete execution trace to be accepted. Hence, a
new place ign is introduced to store the group identifiers of
ignored call or send event occurrences (waiting for the cor-
responding ret or rcv occurrences). The ret and rcv occur-
rences may be ignored iff the corresponding call or send
occurrences (with the same group identifier) were previously
ignored. For that reason, the right-hand transition has an input
arc from the ign place annotated with a variable that must
match the group identifier of the incoming occurrence.

An example of execution in loose conformance mode is
illustrated in Fig. 10. In this case we did not rewrite the EPN,
so the covered messages (C) and ignored event occurrences
(I ) are also kept in the run state.

5.3.3 Disambiguation and verdict determination

EPNs may be non-deterministic, i.e., multiple transitions
may be enabled at the same time, not only because of uncon-

Fig. 9 Loose conformance mode adds two transitions and one place
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Fig. 10 Example of successful
execution of the EPN of Fig. 7
for a possible test case and AUT
response in loose conformance
mode. The test driver stimuli are
underlined in the trace. Group
identifiers of event occurrences
are indicated inside square
brackets in the execution trace

strained choices, but also because multiple event patterns
may be matched by the same event occurrence. E.g., the pat-
terns m(1) and m(-) are both matched by the occurrence
m(1). In case multiple transitions are enabled, multiple run
states are kept, so that all possible executions are explored.
On the other hand, run states that are not able to consume an
event occurrence placed in the port event place are discarded,
reducing the set of existing run states.

Denoting by R = {r1, . . . , rn} the set of run states, we use
the following criteria to determine a test verdict and result:

– pass: conformance checking succeeds (i.e., the execution
trace is considered valid) when, at the end of execution,
R contains no run state with a failure place occupied
and contains at least one run state with the acceptance
place occupied. In case multiple run states in R have
the acceptance place occupied, it is selected one with a
maximal set in the cov place to determine test coverage
(messages covered);

– fail: conformance checking fails (i.e., the execution trace
is considered invalid) when, at any point of execution, R
becomes empty or contains at least one run state with a
failure place occupied; in case a failure place becomes
occupied, a corresponding error explanation is provided
to the user (prohibited behavior encountered) and mes-
sage coverage information is provided based on the con-
tents of the cov place; for the cases where failure occurs
because R becomes empty, in order to provide mean-
ingful coverage and error information to the user, it is
incrementally kept a best match, corresponding to a run
state reached with a maximal set of covered messages
(stored in the cov place) and a best-matching event occur-
rence (same target and signature but different arguments
or return value, etc.).

An executable formal specification of the translation and
execution procedures, together with a set of executable test
cases, can be found in our technical report [11].

6 Execution tracing and manipulation with AOP

In this section we present techniques, based on AOP with
load or compile time weaving, to enable execution tracing,
stub injection, and user interaction testing in a minimally
intrusive way.

6.1 Execution tracing and stub injection

Method and constructor invocation and execution in the AUT
are intercepted with the AspectJ [13] code depicted in Fig. 11.
Method invocations are traced with an execution pointcut
(line 6), when the control focus is already on the target object,
because it also captures reflective invocations. In the case of
constructors, operations invoked by super-constructors exe-
cute before the self-constructor (and not nested), so we use
call pointcuts instead (when the control focus is still on
the sender object) for proper nesting, with two versions for
normal and reflective calls (lines 20 and 24). The call and
reply occurrences intercepted by the aspect code are sent to
the conformance checking engine for incremental checking
(lines 8 and 15), with the same group identifier (generated in
line 7).

Regarding stubs, we assume that objects marked as
«stub» in the SD have compilable method skeletons;
instead of executing the actual method body, the outgoing
messages specified in the SD (constructor and method calls)
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Fig. 11 Skeleton of AspectJ code responsible for execution tracing
and stub injection

are issued through reflection (line 11), and it is returned the
value specified in the SD (line 12).

6.2 User interaction testing

The mechanisms for user interaction testing of console appli-
cations are illustrated in Fig. 12.

A console simulator (from the runtime test library) starts
the AUT in a thread separate from the test driver and cre-
ates input and output blocking queues for communication
and synchronization between both. AUT calls to scan and
print operations on System.in and System.out are
intercepted with around pointcuts, and replaced by poll
and put operations on the input and output queues, respec-
tively. User interaction messages specified in the SD with the
enter and display keywords originate put and poll
operations that are performed by the test driver on the input
and output queues. Poll operations are subject to a timeout.

Although the test driver already checks displayed values
(with assertEquals), the relevant events are also sent
(in the points indicated by red circles in Fig. 12) to the con-
formance checking engine for checking their proper order-
ing with respect to other execution occurrences. A group
identifier for each pair of send and rcv event occurrences is
generated each time a value is put in a blocking queue. Cur-
rently, event occurrences of type send and rcv are generated

Fig. 12 User interaction specification and conformance testing mech-
anism for console applications

by the execution tracing engine only for user interaction, as
described in this section.

7 Experiments

7.1 Conformance testing case study

To assess our approach we conducted a case study on a Java
application, developed at our university and used since 2009
by approximately 200 software engineering students for pro-
gram size measurement. The application, named FileDiff,
computes the difference with minimum cost between two
source files, in terms of lines added (cost 1), modified (cost
1) or deleted (cost 0), ignoring blank lines and comments.
An accompanying UML model contains a SD that exercises
all classes and methods. Some input files for manual testing
purposes also accompany the application.

The goal of the case study was to confirm the main ben-
efits of our approach: the ability to take advantage of exist-
ing behavioral models for test automation (hence reducing
the test effort); the ability to find discrepancies between
the model and the implementation (hence enabling improve-
ments in their quality).
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Fig. 13 Test-ready sequence diagram of a case study, colored after test execution color figure online

The initial SD ([16, pg. 67]) was not test-ready, due to
the usage of pseudo-code and a procedural feature (attribute
assignment) not currently supported by our tool (because
its verification would require tracing attribute assignment).
These problems were solved by making minor changes to
the SD. Test parameters and test data were added to exer-
cise the SD for existing test files, resulting in a test-ready
SD shown in Fig. 13. Conformance test execution revealed a
message not covered (caused by an incorrect loop modeling)
and a message exercised with errors (caused by an incor-
rect sequencing in the implementation), which were fixed
in the model and in the implementation, respectively. After
defect fixing, the final test-ready SD reached 86 % state-
ment coverage (measured with Jacoco [17]), being the state-

ments not covered related with the handling of exceptional
conditions.

Hence, the benefits of our approach could be demonstrated
for this case study. Other case studies performed to validate
the approach for all supported modeling features, error types
and coverage levels can be found in [16].

Furthermore, to assess the time efficiency of model-based
versus manual test code generation, we computed the data
presented in Table 3 for the FileDiff application. The data
suggests that there is the potential to recover in the short-
term the time invested in creating test-ready behavioral mod-
els (valuable also for specification and documentation pur-
poses), assuming the same test code is to be generated both
ways (manually or automatically). A performance compari-
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Table 3 Effort estimates for model-based and manual test code generation in the FileDiff case study

Item Value

A. Average productivity of the same developer in the Design phase
over 8 projects

56 modeling elements per houra

B. Average productivity of the same developer in the Coding phase
over 8 projects

98 lines of code per hourb

C. Size of the test-ready behavioral model of Fig. 13 40 modeling elements

D. Size of the test code automatically generated from the behavioral
model

82 lines of code

E. Estimated effort needed to create the behavioral model from scratch
(and have the test code generated automatically) (E = C/A)

44 min

F. Estimated effort needed to manually write the same test code
(F = D/B)

50 min

a The modeling elements counted are added or modified classes, packages, notes, relationships, operations, attributes, lifelines, messages, combined
fragments, combinations of parameter values, etc
b The lines of code counted are added or modified source lines of code, ignoring blank lines and comments

son with testing approaches involving significantly different
test code will be the subject of future studies.

7.2 Toolset performance analysis

In order to assess the performance and scalability of our
toolset, we measured its execution time for two small case
studies—the FileDiff case study previously presented and the
SpreadsheetEngine case study presented in [4]—as well as a
larger system—the Google’s Guava libraries [18].

The Guava libraries are a set of core libraries, with
approximately 62K source lines of code (ignoring comments
and blank lines), that Google relies on in their Java-based
projects. Since UML design models are not available in the
Guava web site, we created a sample SD that partially illus-
trates the usage and internal design of one of its collections
(see Fig. 14). Our goal with this subject system was to assess
the impact of the AUT size on the performance of the UML
Checker toolset, as well as its applicability for modeling and
testing selected parts of larger real world software systems.

The performance results are presented in Table 4. For
each system, it is presented the execution time for the dif-
ferent phases of the test generation, compilation, execution
and result analysis process. The phases are executed together
with a single invocation of our plug-in (inside the EA mod-
eling environment), which presents in the end the total time
elapsed and the time elapsed per phase.

The experiment was conducted on an ASUS U36S laptop,
with a 64-bit Intel® Core™i5-2430 CPU at 2.4 GHz, with
4 GB RAM, and the Windows 7 operating system. The Java
and UML files of the systems analyzed are available in the
toolset web site at https://blogs.fe.up.pt/sdbt/.

In order to assess the overhead of aspect weaving, we
repeated the experiment with compile time and load time
weaving. By comparing the execution times for both modes
in Table 4 we conclude that: (1) the overall test code compi-

Client

collect::HashMultiset

multiset :HashMultiset

map :HashMap

freq :Count

«Parameters»
x: Object  | n: int
1               |  3
"Hello"      |  4

loop 

[n-1]

create()

:multiset

add(x)

add(x, 1)
get(x)
:null

Count(1)

put(x, freq)

add(x)

add(x, 1)
get(x)

:freq

getAndAdd(1)

count(x)
get(x)
:freq

get()
:n

:n

Fig. 14 Test-ready SD illustrating part of the internal design of Hash-
Multisets in Google’s Guava libraries (colored after test execution) color
figure online

lation and execution time (phases 2 and 3) is dominated by
the aspect weaving overhead; (2) the aspect weaving over-
head is smaller with compile time weaving. An explanation
for the latter is that with compile time weaving only the test
code has to be woven (the AUT is previously compiled and
woven), whilst with load time weaving both the test code and
the AUT code have to be woven.
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Table 4 Toolset execution times FileDiff SpreadsheetEngine Guava

Execution time information (elapsed time, in seconds)

1. Generate test code from model 5.06 4.87 3.34

2. Compile test code

With compile time weaving 2.08 2.15 1.72

With load time weaving 0.67 0.66 0.72

3. Execute test code

With compile time weaving 0.28 0.76 0.50

With load time weaving 2.84 5.79 5.69

4. Annotate model w/ test results 4.23 6.18 2.99

Total

With compile time weaving 11.7 13.9 8.5

With load time weaving 12.8 17.5 12.8

Size of behavioral model

Number of elements 40 (1 SD) 64 (2SDs) 30 (1 SD)

1. Generate 
Test Code 

from Model
39%

2. Compile 
Test Code

17%

3. Execute 
Test Code

5%

4. Annotate 
Model with 
Test Results

39%

Fig. 15 Mean execution time distribution with compile time weaving

Nevertheless, in compile time weaving mode (the most
efficient one), the overall execution time is dominated by the
model processing phases (phases 1 and 4), consuming 78 %
of the total time on average (see Fig. 15). To assess its impact
on the execution time, we computed the size of the behavioral
model of each subject system. Although this is a very small
data set, it can be observed a trend for a linear relationship
between the size of the behavioral model and the execution
time, irrespective of the size of the AUT.

In a fine-grained analysis, we observed that most of the
model processing time is consumed by calls to the OLE
Automation (ActiveX) interface provided by EA, so we plan
to explore in the future other ways to access the model (e.g.,
by accessing directly the database that stores the model).

8 Related work

8.1 Semantics and interpretation of sequence diagrams

There are several research works that attempt to use UML
SDs either to help understand the systems or for quality pur-
poses, like model checking and model-based testing. How-

ever, the use of SDs for testing or other rigorous verification
methods demands for a rigorous definition of the language
semantics [8].

Based on a survey of proposed semantics for UML SDs,
Micskei et al. [8] point out several problems or challenges
with the current natural language semantics, and categorize
the choices taken by 13 selected approaches to address them.

The semantic choices taken in our approach can be clas-
sified as follows: execution traces are either valid or invalid,
i.e., no inconclusive traces exist, to avoid inconclusive tests;
the underlying formalism is based on the encoding of the
partial orders into a finite structure (extended Petri net), for
incremental on line processing, with interleaving as the con-
currency model, as in the UML standard; both complete (in
strict conformance mode) and partial trace specifications (in
loose conformance mode) are supported; fragments are com-
bined using standard interpretation with weak sequencing;
choices and guards are handled without requiring lifelines to
synchronize at decision points for evaluating guards and/or
choosing a path to follow; the SD is processed by analyzing
it as a whole using locations (lifeline places in our case), for
higher flexibility; event occurrences are represented by tuples
+ message IDs from external facilities (the tracing engine),
so that pairs of send/receive and call/reply event occurrences
are properly matched.

As pointed out in [8], the first step of many proposed
semantics (e.g., [19]), is to find all the legal cuts of a diagram
(global SD states, i.e., combinations of lifeline locations), but
finding cuts can get complicated in the presence of complex
fragments and asynchronous communication. One advantage
of our approach is that, by allowing transitions with multiple
source and/or target places (intuitively representing lifeline
states), we avoid determining those cuts, as well as the poten-
tial explosion of states and transitions.
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8.2 Usage of sequence diagrams for verification and
validation

Despite the challenges with the SD semantics, there are dif-
ferent approaches in the literature that use SD for quality
purposes. For instance, [20] translate UML 2 interactions
into automata for model checking with respect to specified
requirements.

Of particular interest in the context of this paper, are some
approaches that translate SDs to Petri nets [21,22], for model-
checking or simulation purposes.

In [21], it is presented an approach to translate SDs into
CPNs, for model-checking purposes. Besides using different
rules from our approach, their goal is to formalize the trans-
lation process in order to perform model checking (using
PROD) to prove properties on the generated CPN, such as,
deadlock, livelock, reject states, quasi-liveness, boundness
and reinitializability. As they generate a CPN as an isolated
system, the translation rules are significantly different from
our approach. In particular, they store in the marked CPN
the objects’ state (attribute values), but then such approach
seems to require the modeling of all side-effects in the SD
(with attribute assignment), which is contrary to their usual
focus—modeling messages exchanged between lifelines and
not internal processing and updates in each lifeline (at least
completely). Besides, they do not describe a number of inter-
action operators and features (such ascritical,assert,
neg, ignore, consider, and unbound loops).

In [22], the authors translate some basic UML 2.0 oper-
ators (opt, alt, par, loop and ref) to CPNs, but the
transformation is not yet automated and, like in the previous
case, the generated CPNs are isolated systems. Their goal is
to build graphical animations on top of the CPN models for
requirements elicitation, validation and specification.

There are also approaches that extract SDs from a dynamic
analysis of the system for comparison with design SDs.
These approaches are split into four phases: instrumenta-
tion; logging; merging (in the case of distributed systems);
and comparison. The work of [23] uses AOP to support the
instrumentation of Java systems bytecode. To deal with the
fact that SDs are not a straightforward representation of the
extracted traces, they define two metamodels (one for traces
and another for SDs) and define mapping rules between them
using OCL. In our approach, AOP is also used, not only for
execution monitoring, but also for user interaction testing and
test stub injection.

Other approaches use SDs in the context of model-based
testing, either by focusing in test case generation, data gen-
eration and/or code generation.

Since SDs show objects and messages exchanged among
them along time, test cases generated from them may be ade-
quate to find errors concerning the sequence of executed mes-
sages and the values passed [24]. The interaction operators

introduced in UML 2 allow the description of a number of
traces in a compact and concise manner. Because of that, there
are several examples in the literature that use an intermediate
notation to represent the set of possible executions within a
SD and afterwards, test cases are generated from this repre-
sentation according to coverage criteria. Some examples of
such representations are sequence dependency graphs [25],
message dependency graphs [26], and structured composite
graphs [27].

Besides generating test sequences, there are some
approaches that also generate test data. Nayak et al. [27]
enrich SDs with attribute and constraint information derived
from class diagrams and OCL constraints and use a con-
straint solver to generate test data to cover paths along sce-
narios. Samuel et al. [26] create dynamic slices according
to conditional predicates associated with messages in a SD
and generate test data satisfying each slice. Benauttou et al.
[28] generate test data based on partition analysis of method
contracts expressed in the Disjunctive Normal Form.

Some of the above approaches can be combined with our
approach to automatically generate test data for exercising
different paths in complex SDs.

8.3 Usage of sequence diagrams as test specifications

Another important feature is the generation of test code at the
end. There are approaches that generate assertions to check
consistency of models with manually derived code at run time
[29] and others that generate test code, for instance, as unit
tests. These approaches can be used in combination. Some of
the latter examples are: a tool generating test code from SDs
(SeDiTeC tool [30]); a tool generating functional test drivers
from SDs (SCENTOR [31]); a Model-Driven Architecture
based approach for generating test code for multiple unit
testing frameworks [32].

Javed et al. [32] apply a model-to-model transformation
from SDs into a xUnit model independent form a particular
unit testing framework and, afterwards, apply a model-to-text
transformation into JUnit or SUnit. However, their approach
has several limitations: the checking of returned values is per-
formed in an intrusive way by constructing additional objects,
which is problematic when constructors have side-effects;
the gathering of execution traces is not integrated into the
approach and they do not automate their verification; they do
not deal with the novel features of UML2.

One advantage of SeDiTeC [30] is the generation of stubs
for parts of the AUT not implemented, hence allowing start-
ing testing earlier. As far as we know, they do not deal directly
with the novel features of UML 2. However, they combine
different SDs which can be used as a way to represent, for
instance, alternative blocks of messages.

SCENTOR [31] tool creates functional test drivers for
e-business applications from SDs that have embedded test
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Table 5 Comparison of modeling and testing features supported by different approaches for test generation and execution based on SDs

SeDiTeC [30] Javed et al. [32] SCENTOR [31] Test conductor [33] UML checker (ours)

Interaction parameters Partlya Partlya Partlya Yes Yes

Keyword-based UI testing No No No No Partlyb

Internal interaction checking Yesc Partlyd No Partlye Yesf

Loose conformance checking Yes Nog No Partlyh Yes

Test stub injection Yesi No No Partlyj Yesk

Interaction operators Nol No No Partlym Yes

Complex value specifications No No No No Yesn

Test code generation Noo Yesp Yes Yes Yes

Test results in the model Partlyq No No Yes Yes

Model coverage analysis No No No Yes Yes

a Only message parameters are supported (call and return values)
b Currently only for console applications
c With code instrumentation. Actual capabilities are unclear
d Internal messages are traced but have to be manually checked
e Internal messages exchanged between objects in code generated by the tool are checked, but not internal object creation
f With AOP
g Since internal messages have to be manually checked, no automated conformance checking criteria is provided
h Message types mentioned in the SD are considered, all others are ignored
i With code generation
j Return values are injected, but not messages originated from stubs
k With AOP and reflection
l However, some operators may be simulated by combining SDs
m alt, opt and loop operands without guards are not supported, as well as some advanced operators
n Complex expressions for message parameters and return values, without side effects on participating objects, are supported
o Only run-time interpretation of SDs is supported
p Using Model-Driven Architecture (MDA) techniques
q It is produced an ‘observed’ SD, but the original SD is not marked

data (parameters and expected values of method calls), but
does neither check internal interactions nor generate test
stubs.

Some commercial tools support conformance testing
based on SDs. To our knowledge, the IBM Rational Rhap-
sody TestConductor Add On [33] is one of the more advanced
tools. Targeting real-time embedded applications, it supports
many features in common with our approach (like internal
interaction checking and visual feedback) and other features
outside the scope of our approach. Despite its powerful fea-
tures, it does not support several important features of our
approach: incremental lifeline instantiation with create mes-
sages (all objects must be previously defined in a test archi-
tecture); non-deterministic alt, opt and loop operators
(without guards); strict conformance mode (message types
absent from a SD are not traced); stubs in the middle (only
normal stubs are supported); user interaction testing.

The implementation of tests derived from SDs or similar
formalisms in distributed asynchronous environments poses
additional challenges for coordinating test drivers, monitors
and stubs. An example of an approach for monitoring the
execution of distributed Java applications with AOP was pre-
sented in [23]. An approach for coordinating distributed test
components (namely test drivers) was presented in [34].

Table 5 presents a comparison of the features supported by
the approaches analyzed with similar scope as ours (i.e., sup-
porting test generation and execution based on UML SDs).

9 Conclusions and future work

It were presented a set of techniques and a toolset for the auto-
matic conformance testing of software applications against
partial behavioral models constituted by a set of parameter-
ized UML 2 SDs. With a single click, test cases are automat-
ically generated from the model, executed on the AUT and
test results and coverage information presented back visually
in the model. The conformance checking approach, based
on the translation of SDs to extended Petri nets that are
executed stepwise, provides several advantages over exist-
ing SD-based testing techniques, namely regarding the kinds
of interactions, operators, conformance modes, and seman-
tics (weak sequencing) supported. The tool was successfully
experimented on a set of case studies, one of which was pre-
sented. Despite being implemented for specific technologies,
the approach can be applied for other technologies.

The ability to test internal interactions (method calls and
object instantiation) in object-oriented systems in a simple
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and flexible way (based on UML 2 SDs) is one of the main
benefits of the approach and toolset presented. The same kind
of testing would require complex programming with unit test-
ing frameworks, and does not have a similar level of support
in other test automation approaches analyzed based on UML
SDs. Testing internal interactions may help in fault localiza-
tion, in assuring consistency between implementation and
specification, and in test suite minimization.

In the context of development processes that emphasize
the construction of lightweight design models, such as Agile
Modeling [35], the toolset presented can be used together
with existing code generation facilities from structural mod-
els to support a hybrid model-driven engineering approach,
combining partial production code generation from structural
models and test code generation from partial behavioral mod-
els (playing the role of executable test specifications). With
such an approach, the time invested in constructing design
models can be recovered in the short term, at least partially,
and the consistency between implementation and specifica-
tion can be better assured.

As future work, we plan to: develop front-ends for other
modeling environments (reusing the runtime test library);
extend the conformance checking engine to support dura-
tion and time constraints (with timed Petri nets); extend the
execution tracing engine to support the testing of distrib-
uted systems; extend the abstract user interaction modeling
and testing features for GUIs (which, currently, can be han-
dled in a non-abstract way); integrate with approaches for
the automatic generation of values for scenario parameters;
conduct further experiments to measure the quality and pro-
ductivity benefits that can be achieved with the model-based
testing approach presented here, as compared to traditional
approaches based on unit testing frameworks.
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Appendix: Transition generation rules

The following tables present the transition generation rules
for several types of interactions’ features. The generated ele-
ments are superimposed in red.

See Tables 6, 7, 8, 9 and 10.

Table 6 Translation of messages and ordering constraints

(a) synchronous message: synchCall and reply pair

mm

…

r

m
m

r

…

$g
…

$g

r

$g

r
$g

(b) synchronous message: createMessage and reply pair

C1(…)

…

$g
…

$g

ret o1

o1: C1
C1(…)

(c) synchronous message: asynchCall or asynchSignal

m
send-m rcv-m

$g $g

(d) general ordering constraint

…

…

Notes:
– a,b) An auxiliary LIFO place is used to store the group identifier

of pairs of call/replay occurrences, to make sure that reply occur-
rences corresponding to ignored call occurrences are also ignored.
Explicit or implicit reply messages are always assumed at the end
of each execution bar.

– c) An auxiliary FIFO place is used to store the identifiers of mes-
sages sent, to make sure that receive occurrences corresponding to
ignored send occurrences are also ignored, and that, in the pres-
ence of multiple pending messages inside a loop, the ordering of
messages is preserved.

– a,b,c) The rules also apply for messages that cross the boundaries
of combined fragments, via explicit or implicit gates (a means used
in UML to let messages cross combined fragments’ boundaries).

– d) In our interpretation, a before ’event’ must have occurred for
each ’after’ event to occur. A different interpretation would be to
use an inhibitor arc linked to the ’before’ event, in which case the
’after’ event could occur also if the ’before’ event did not occur.
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Table 7 Translation of sequencing operators

(e) weak sequencing

seq

...

...

(f) strict sequencing

strict

(g) parallel

par

(h) co-region

par

(i) critical region

critical

par

inhibitor arc

any event-driven transition outside the 
critical region, but inside the enclosing 
fragment, involving lifelines covered by 
the critical region

an auxiliay place that 
indicates if the critical 
region is busy

reset arc

any event-driven 
transition inside the 
critical region

… …

Notes:
– e,f,g) These rules extend trivially to more operands and/or life-

lines.
– h) According to the UML spec ([1], pg. 486), a coregion area is

just a notational shorthand for a par fragment covering a single
lifeline having as operands the enclosed fragments.

– i) According to the UML spec ([1], pg. 484), ”a critical region
means that the traces of the region cannot be interleaved by other
OccurrenceSpecifications (on the Lifelines covered).”

...

...

...

...

Table 8 Translation of option and alternative

(j) option (single decider)

opt

[c]
…

[not c][c]

1
2

1
2

L1 L2

……

(k) alternative (single decider)

alt

[c1]

[c2]

[c2]

…

…

[not(c1∨c2)]
[c1]

1

2
3

1
2
3

L1 L2

…

…

…

…

(l) translation pattern for a decision point with multiple ”deciders”

[ck]

k

[ck]
kk

k

Notes:

– j,k) In order to comply with the UML spec, lifelines are not forced
to synchronize at decision points. Instead, decisions are coordi-
nated asynchronously between lifelines as follows: the first lifeline
to take a decision in a decision point (involving the evaluation of
a guard condition or a free choice), sends the decision (a number
identifying the selected continuation) to the remaining lifelines in
a way similar to an asynchronous message. When another lifeline
reaches the same decision point it just follows the decision taken
by the first lifeline.

– j, k) In the absence of guard in the SD, all guards are also omitted
in the generated transitions on L1.

– k) In case the guard is else or is omitted in one of the operands,
the option to skip the combined fragment doesn’t exist.

– l) This translation pattern is applied in case there isn’t a single
”decider” lifeline (owning the first event after any of the possi-
ble outcomes of the decision). The pattern is repeated for each of
the possible outcomes of the decision point. Decision points exist
with opt, alt, loop, break or neg. E.g., the opt operator has
one decision point at the begin of the combined fragment, with
two possible outcomes: enter (numbered 1 in the figure) or skip
(numbered 2 in the figure).
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Table 9 Translation of loop, break and interaction use

(m) loop (single decider)

loop(n,m)

[g]

…

1

2

1
2

L1 L2

[m=0∨(n=0∧not g)]

[m>0∧(n>0∨g)]

[$c<m∧($c<n∨g)]

[$c≥m∨($c≥n∧not g)]

1

2

2

1

$c+1

$c

1

$c
loop 
counter

……

(n) break (single decider)

break
[g]

…

[not g]
[g]

1

2

1

2

L1 L2

…

…
loop

loop 
counter

…

…

……

…

…

$c

(s) interaction use

sd sd1
sd sd2(p1, …, pn)

All occurrences of pk are 
replaced by ak , k=1,…n

start place

final place

ref sd2(a1,…,an)

Notes:

– m) This rule follows the same pattern introduced for the opt op-
erator, with the difference that there are two decision points, at
begin and end of the loop. In the absence of a guard condition
g, the transition guards are reduced to the expressions underlined.
An auxiliary LIFO place is used to store the loop counter, which
is initialized when the loop is entered, is incremented when the
loop continues to the next iteration, and is emptied when the loop
is exited. The loop counter is not needed when min (n) and max
(m) limits are not defined.

– n) A break fragment is similar to an opt fragment, except that at
the end of the fragment execution skips to the place immediately
after the end of the enclosing fragment. In case the enclosing frag-
ment is a loop, the loop counter is emptied. In the absence of a
guard condition g, the choice is made non-deterministically.

Table 10 Translation of conformance related operators

(o) assert

assert seq

(p) negative (one decider)

neg

…

1

2

1
2

L1 L2

* *

* *

(q) ignore

ignore {x, y, …}

… {x, y, …} …

any signature 
in the set

any place inside 
the combined 
fragment

(r) consider

consider {x, y, …}

… {x, y, …} …

any signature 
not in the set

any place inside 
the combined 
fragment

Notes:
– o) The assert operator is basically ignored (i.e., it is handled as

the neutral seq operator), because it is already assumed implicitly
in our concept of test-ready SDs. In fact, traces that differ from the
specified sequences are assumed invalid (and not inconclusive). In
other words, the responses specified in the SD to the inputs from
actors are implicitly interpreted as assertions of valid behavior.

– p) According to the UML standard ([1], pg. 484) , ”the interaction-
Operator neg designates that the CombinedFragment represents
traces that are defined to be invalid. (...) All InteractionFragments
that are different from Negative are considered positive meaning
that they describe traces that are valid and should be possible.”
Hence, we treat a negation as a non-deterministic alternative be-
tween the contents of the neg fragment (specifying an invalid trace
prefix) and any trace (involving any lifelines), with precedence for
the former. The precedence is enforced by our disambiguation pol-
icy (see sec. 5.3.3). The self-loops are redundant in case of loose
conformance mode.

– q, r) The transitions indicated inside the combined fragment are
redundant in the case of loose conformance, i.e., the consider
and ignore fragments are basically ignored in loose conformance
mode. In case of nested consider and ignore fragment, we as-
sume that only the nearest enclosing fragment is relevant for each
lifeline location.
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